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Abstract. As an extreme scenario of dynamical sea level
changes, regional sea surface height (SSH) changes that occur in the North Atlantic due to an abrupt weakening of
the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) are
simulated. Two versions of the same ocean-only model are
used to study the effect of ocean model resolution on these
SSH changes: a high-resolution (HR) strongly eddying version and a low-resolution (LR) version in which the effect
of eddies is parameterised. The weakening of the AMOC is
induced in both model versions by applying strong freshwater perturbations around Greenland. A rapid decrease of the
AMOC in the HR version induces much shorter return times
of several specific regional and coastal extremes in North Atlantic SSH than in the LR version. This effect is caused by
a change in main eddy pathways associated with a change in
separation latitude of the Gulf Stream.

1 Introduction
The global mean rate of sea level rise over the twentieth century, as deduced from tide gauges, is about 1.7±0.5 mm yr−1
(Bindoff et al., 2007; Church and White, 2011). However,
regional sea level changes have been very inhomogeneous
over this period and are affected by changes in atmospheric
wind stresses, and surface heat and freshwater fluxes (Ishii
et al., 2003; Volkov et al., 2003; Antonov et al., 2005; Bindoff
et al., 2007; Berge-Nguyen et al., 2008; Church et al., 2008;
Woodworth et al., 2011a). Hence, regional sea level change

is often associated with variations in ocean circulation (Landerer et al., 2007; Levermann et al., 2005; Flückiger et al.,
2006; Stammer, 2008; Stammer et al., 2011; Lorbacher et al.,
2010; Hu et al., 2011). Changes in the amount of water in the
oceans (barystatic), as well as changes in land water mass
distribution, and their gravitational, elastic and rotational effects (changes in the static equilibrium) may also affect regional sea level (Farrell and Clark, 1976; Clark et al., 1978;
Mitrovica et al., 2001, 2011; Kopp et al., 2010).
Changes in regional extreme sea levels have been related
mostly to changes in the mean sea level, storm surges and
wind set-up (Marcos et al., 2009; Lowe et al., 2010; Woodworth et al., 2011b). However, in a recent study of water levels from tide gauges, Merrifield et al. (2013) identified, apart
from tidal and seasonal components, non-tidal residual components as an important contribution to annual maximum
water levels. Such non-tidal residuals can result from highfrequency storms and processes on sub-annual timescales.
Firing and Merrifield (2004) indicated, through an example near Hawaii in September 2003, that mesoscale eddies
may have an important influence on extreme sea levels. They
describe an eddy that gave rise to extreme sea levels as it
coincided with high sea levels in both seasonal and longer
(decadal) timescale components.
Apart from sea level changes due to gradual background
climate changes there is the potential for more rapid and extreme sea level changes due to the sensitivity of the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) to freshwater
anomalies (Yin et al., 2009; Srokosz et al., 2012). In this case,
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the large-scale changes in the ocean circulation may lead to
large background sea level changes in a few decades. These
have to be added to the sea level changes, which are caused
by the many other processes on the regional scale.
One of the sources of freshwater input is the mass loss of
the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) which is at the moment estimated to be about 0.01 Sv (Mernild et al., 2010). A scenario
where GrIS freshwater might modify the AMOC has been
considered in different ocean–climate models. These models
mostly employ a freshwater inflow of 0.1 Sv and a horizontal
resolution of about 1.0◦ such that the effect of ocean eddies is
parameterised. In most of these non-eddying ocean–climate
models, the AMOC weakens in response to this freshwater input. This weakening has a strong dependence on the
model resolution, the amount of freshwater inflow and on
the region where the freshwater is introduced into the ocean
(Gerdes et al., 2006; Stouffer et al., 2006; Stammer, 2008;
Kopp et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2011; Stammer et al., 2011;
Brunnabend et al., 2012).
These model studies have indicated that the freshening
and the change in the AMOC affect regional sea levels in
the North Atlantic (Levermann et al., 2005; Flückiger et al.,
2006). On multidecadal timescales, the freshwater from the
GrIS leads to a sea level response mainly in the North Atlantic. Stammer (2008), using the MITgcm (MIT general circulation model) (Marshall et al., 1997), found a decreasing
sea level in the subpolar North Atlantic. He attributed this
depression to cold water anomalies, an accelerated subpolar gyre and a slowdown of the sub-tropical gyre. A similar
sea level response is also visible in the study of Stammer
et al. (2011), where a coupled ocean–atmosphere model is
used. The study by Hu et al. (2011) estimated the potential
of mass loss of the GrIS under different climate scenarios
using the climate system model version 3 (CCSM3, Collins
et al., 2006). The resulting dynamic sea level change does not
show this significant signal. Only a slightly negative signal
south of Iceland is visible, which disappears under a warmer
background climate. The simulations of Wang et al. (2012)
and Brunnabend et al. (2012) were performed using the finite element sea-ice ocean model (FESOM, Sidorenko et al.,
2011). With a more realistic GrIS freshwater perturbation
(Brunnabend et al., 2012), only a reduced sea level increase
is visible in the subpolar North Atlantic.
Recently, a hosing simulation was performed with a
strongly eddying ocean model. In Weijer et al. (2012), the
transient multidecadal timescale response of the AMOC due
to 0.1 Sv of freshwater inflow at the Greenland coast was
determined using the parallel ocean program (POP) model.
Both the magnitude of the response as well as the mechanisms of AMOC decline are different in the strongly eddying model than in the non-eddying version of the POP (Den
Toom et al., 2014). The low-resolution model results show a
change of the net freshwater advection that is consistent with
the salt advection feedback. However, for the eddy-resolving
model, the net freshwater advection into the Atlantic basin
Ocean Sci., 10, 881–891, 2014
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appears to be unaffected, despite the significant change in
the large-scale velocity structure.
The main aim of this study is to investigate the impact of
an abrupt AMOC decline due to GrIS freshwater input on
extremes in regional sea surface height in the North Atlantic.
The interesting aspect is that a large change in the AMOC
potentially can lead to changes in the spatio-temporal properties of the eddy field and hence may affect regional extremes
in sea level. In Sect. 2, the methods applied and the simulations performed are discussed. Using a similar approach as in
Weijer et al. (2012) and Den Toom et al. (2014), we compare
the AMOC and sea surface height responses to GrIS freshwater perturbations in both a non-eddying and a strongly eddying version of the same ocean model (POP) in Sect. 3. Extreme value theory is applied on sea surface height data (regional and coastal) to determine changes in extremes associated with the AMOC changes (and freshening) in the North
Atlantic and the processes causing these changes are considered. A summary and discussion is provided in Sect. 4.

2

Model and simulations

Simulations were performed using the global Los Alamos
parallel ocean program (POP) (Maltrud et al., 2008), forced
by monthly atmospheric climatology data (CORE I; Large
and Yeager, 2004). The high-resolution model, here referred
to as HR, has a spatial resolution of 0.1◦ horizontally and has
42 depth levels. The horizontal grid allows for the representation of eddies and detailed boundary currents, such as an
adequate separation behaviour of the Gulf Stream (Maltrud
et al., 2008). In the low-resolution version of the POP model,
here referred to as the LR version, the grid has a horizontal resolution of 1.0◦ and has 40 depth levels and the effects
of eddies are parameterised. As described in Weijer et al.
(2012), mixed boundary conditions are used in both model
versions where the prescribed freshwater flux is derived from
an earlier restoring simulation (hence, in the simulations discussed below, there is no salinity restoring applied). Further
details about the spin-up, forcing and simulations with both
versions of the POP model can be found in the Supplement
of Weijer et al. (2012).
In both LR and HR versions, a prognostic implicit freesurface formulation is used where the sea surface height
η is solved from a linearised free-surface model. Following Landerer et al. (2007), we will refer to η as the dynamic sea surface height (SSH). Since the freshwater forcing is represented as a virtual salt flux, no net global changes
in the precipitation–evaporation and river runoff can occur
and hence no barystatic changes are represented. The variations in SSH can be decomposed into contributions from
bottom pressure changes and steric height variations (the
barometric correction is zero). The spatially homogeneous
(but time-dependent) global steric contribution can be determined from the ocean model output in a post-processing
www.ocean-sci.net/10/881/2014/
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variations in the flow, for example due to eddies. The return
times of extremes in SSHP of the first 10 years of the model
simulation are next compared to those of the last 10 years.
When considering coastal SSH extremes, locations are used
19 same point as in the 0.1◦ grid
that are (on the 0.4◦ grid) at the
to make sure no systematic inflation of extremes occurs.

Results

The maximum of the annual mean AMOC at 35◦ N (the approximate latitude of the overall maximum) for the LR and
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HR control simulations, the LR and HR 0.1 Sv simulation
and the HR and LR 0.5 Sv simulations are plotted in Fig. 1a.
The strength of the AMOC at2035◦ N for the HR 0.0 Sv simulation slightly increases and equilibrates to an annual average of about 25 Sv in 50 years. For both HR 0.1 and 0.5 Sv
simulations, the strength of the AMOC decreases to values
of about 18 and 11 Sv, respectively, at year 50. The gaps in
the time series of the HR 0.1 Sv simulations are due to missing data values. For details please refer to the Supplement of
Weijer et al. (2012). The effect of the extra freshwater perturbation near Greenland can be more explicitly seen in Fig. 1b,
where the differences to the control simulation are plotted.
For the HR 0.5 Sv case, a reduction of about 14 Sv occurs
over 50 years of simulation. The pattern of the AMOC remains the same during its weakening and there is no collapse
to a different equilibrium (Den Toom et al., 2014). The overturning cell weakens due to the additional freshwater input
near Greenland and the reverse bottom cell slightly strengthens. The same holds for the LR 0.5 Sv simulation results
(Den Toom et al., 2014).
3.1

Sea surface height changes

The pattern and amplitude of the near-equilibrium (annual
mean) SSH at the start of the freshwater perturbation for
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the LR and HR configurations compare well with those in
other coarse-resolution models (e.g. Landerer et al., 2007).
The SSH pattern of the HR configuration compares very well
with that of the CMDT-RIO03 model of dynamic topography (Rio and Hernandez, 2004; Landerer et al., 2007) having more detailed spatial variations in the western boundary
current regions than the SSH pattern of the LR configuration. Over 50 years, modelled SSH for the 0.5 Sv simulation
mainly changes in the North Atlantic, as shown in Fig. 2a
(LR) and Fig. 2b (HR). Although the patterns are overall
similar, Fig. 2b provides much more spatial detail as it also
includes the eddy-induced small-scale SSH changes. The difference in SSH change between Fig. 1a and b is particularly
striking in the subpolar gyre. In the HR simulation, a SSH
decrease occurs whereas a small SSH increase is found in
the LR simulation.
In general, the temporal evolution of the pattern of SSH
change in the North Atlantic caused by the additional freshwater agrees well with other studies (Stammer, 2008; Hu
et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; Brunnabend et al., 2012).
During the first years, SSH mainly changes in the area of
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the Labrador Sea and Baffin Bay. As freshwater is transported by the western boundary currents, SSH rises near the
North American coast. In the following years the freshwater
is transported eastward where it separates and distributes to
the Arctic Ocean as well as to the equatorial Atlantic. The
corresponding halo-steric expansion leads SSH to rise in the
freshened regions. The main difference to the LR simulation
is that in the HR simulation the freshwater anomaly is more
homogeneous due to the mixing effect of the eddies. The
model results show a similar positive mass redistributioninduced pattern in SSH change near the North American
coast as previously shown by Yin et al. (2009). The steric
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of a 0.05 m anomaly exist (Fig. 4a–b). For these reasons, the
regions chosen are the subpolar gyre (region 1), and the western (region 2) and eastern (region 3) North Atlantic as shown
0.4
0.1
in Fig. 5.
0.2
Figure 6 shows the GEV distribution and the correspond0.05
0
ing fitted distributions of the HR simulations for the first and
0
last 10 years. In the 0.1 Sv HR simulation the distributions
−0.2
remain similar. The SSHP extremes only of region 1 are
−0.4 0
−0.05 0
2
2
slightly redistributed to higher values. Large redistributions
10
10
10
10
1−10
are existing in region 2 and region 3 in the 0.5 HR simula(c) New York (0.5 Sv)
41−50 (d) Bermuda Islands (0.5 Sv)
tion. In region 2, the extreme values are decreased, whereas
0.15
1
in region 3 extreme values are redistributed to higher SSHP
0.1
0.5
extremes.
0.05
For the 0.1 Sv HR simulation, the return period of an ex0
treme of 1 m in region 1 (subpolar gyre) decreases from be0
ing longer than 500 months to about 100 months (Fig. 7a).
−0.5
−0.05
In region 2 (western Atlantic), the SSHP extreme remains
−0.1 0
−1 0
similar in time as this region mainly undergoes a change
2
2
10
10
10
10
in the mean SSHP (Fig. 7b). In region 3 (eastern Atlantic),
return period [months]
return period [months]
the extreme corresponding to a 100-month return period deFigure 10. Generalised extreme-value (GEV) distribution fits to
creases by about 5 cm (Fig. 7c). For the 0.5 GrIS perturbed
Fig. 10. Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distribution fits to monthly maxima of detrended daily SSHP
monthly maxima of detrended daily SSHP changes in the different
HR simulation, the return periods in region 1 (subpolar gyre,
changescoastal
in the different
coastal
in the
North Atlantic
theSv
0.5 HR
Sv HR
simulation. The extreme
locations
inlocations
the North
Atlantic
for thefor0.5
simulation.
Fig. 7d) decrease by more than 10 cm for a return period of
values are
plotted
as a function
of return
times using
of dataof
at the
beginning
of the
simulation (green:
The
extreme
values
are plotted
as10a years
function
return
times
using
100 months. Region 2 also experiences a slight decrease in
years 1-10)
and for of
a similar
the end of theofsimulation
(blue: 41-50).
The dashed
10 years
data period
at theatbeginning
the simulation
(green:
yearscurves
1– indicate the
the return periods, but becomes more similar with longer re95% confidence
interval
corresponding
to
the
GEV
fit.
The
locations
considered
are
(a):
Azores,
(b):
Lisbon,
10) and for a similar period at the end of the simulation (blue: 41–
turn periods (Fig. 7e). In region 3, much larger extremes oc(c): New50).
YorkThe
and (d):
Bermuda
Islands.
dashed
curves
indicate the 95 % confidence interval correcur in the last 10 years. The extreme corresponding to a 100sponding to the GEV fit. The locations considered are (a) Azores,
month return period increases by 0.25 m (Fig. 7f). All GEV
(b) Lisbon, (c) New York and (d) Bermuda Islands.
fits are significant as they are well inside the 95 % confidence
intervals.
Due to the low resolution applied, the results for the
contribution differs from the study by Yin et al. (2009) due
0.1
Sv and 0.5 Sv LR simulation (Fig. 8) show much smaller
to the huge amount a freshwater inflow around Greenland apchanges
(only a few centimetres) in the extreme SSHP valplied in our simulations, which lead to a strong positive steric
ues.
In
addition,
high uncertainties in return times appear in
anomaly near the North American coast.
23
regions where monthly maximum SSHP changes exceed the
95 % confidence intervals, i.e. in regions 1 (Fig. 8a) and 2
3.2 Changes in sea surface height extremes
(Fig. 8b) of the 0.1 Sv LR simulation and in region 2 (Fig. 8e)
To investigate regional changes in sea-level extremes that are
of the 0.5 Sv LR simulation. In contrast to the HR results,
caused by short-term variations, such as eddies, the maxiwe see that in regions where high return times are signifimum of the monthly mean SSHP of the first and last 10 years
cant, e.g. region 3 (Fig. 8c) of the 0.1 Sv LR simulation and
of the LR and HR 0.5 Sv simulations is computed. In the
region 1 (Fig. 8d) and region 3 (Fig. 8f) of the 0.5 Sv LR
case of the LR simulation, the maximum monthly SSHP
simulation, the curves flatten for higher return times.
shows large-scale patterns and no obvious changes are visAt four coastal locations (Azores, Lisbon, New York, and
ible as shown in Fig. 3a–b. In the case of the HR simulaBermuda Islands) daily SSH changes due to the freshwation, the resolved eddy fields lead to more patchy patterns
ter perturbation around Greenland are plotted in Fig. 9. The
most pronounced in the area of the Gulf Stream (Fig. 3c–
long-term changes mainly result from the reduced salinity in
d). Main changes are located in the eastern North Atlantic
these regions. At the coast near New York, SSHP shows a
where an increase in the maximum monthly SSHP is visible.
strong increase in the first 3 years which is caused by the reIn this region also the average return period for a 0.1 m SSHP
duced salinity near the east coast of North America during
anomaly is increased (Fig. 4c–d). In addition, the subpolar
that time period. Near Lisbon, SSHP only slightly increases
gyre region shows slightly reduced average return times for
until the freshwater has actually arrived in this region afa 0.1 m SSHP anomaly. In the western North Atlantic only
ter about 1 decade. The changes in coastal SSHP extremes
small changes in the monthly maximum SSHP and in the
are computed by identifying the maximum SSHP of every
average return period are visible for the HR simulation, but
month from daily mean data at the four coastal locations. Befor the LR simulation variations in the average return period
fore the changes in coastal SSHP extremes are computed, the
(a) Azores (0.5 Sv)

(b) Lisbon (0.5 Sv)

0.15

SSH extreme [m]

SSH extreme [m]

0.6
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Figure 11. Changes of the horizontal velocity structure (in cm s−1 ) caused by the 0.5 Sv perturbation after 50 model years (a) of the LR
−2 ) for the HR 0.1 Sv (c) and 0.5 Sv (d) after 50 years.
simulation andFig.
(b) of
HR simulation.
Eddy kinetic
energy
(EKE)
(cm2 sby
11.the
Changes
of the horizontal
velocity
structure
(inchanges
cm/s) caused
the 0.5 Sv perturbation after 50 model
years (a) of the LR simulation and (b) of the HR simulation. Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) changes (cm2 /s2 )
for the
0.1 Sv
(c) and 0.5
Sv the
(d) after
years.selong-term signal
hasHRbeen
removed
from
daily50time
ries to consider only short-term variations, i.e. those caused
by high-frequency variations in the flow, for example due to
eddies. At the European coast an increase in short-term extremes of about 10 cm (Azores) and 4 cm (Lisbon) for a return period of 100 months is visible (Fig. 10). The return
times of short-term extremes remain similar at the Bermuda
Islands, and the amplitude of the extremes for every return
time near the coast near New York is only slightly decreased.

ulation at year 50 is shown for the LR and HR simulations
in Fig. 11a and b, respectively. Strong qualitative differences between the model results occur in the Gulf Stream region and the subpolar gyre. Changes in surface speeds are up
to 1 m s−1 in the HR simulation while they are much smaller
in the LR simulation.
The strength of the modelled Gulf Stream decreases near
the Florida Straits (Fig. 11a–b). This is caused by a reduced
strength of the North Brazil current leading to a reduced
strength of the Caribbean and Loop currents. Furthermore,
the strength of the South Equatorial Current is reduced and
3.3 Ocean flow changes
24 the strength of the Brazil current is increased. For the 0.5 Sv
To investigate the reasons for the changes in SSHP extremes
simulation, there is a change in the path of the North Atin the LR and HR simulation, we analysed the changes in
lantic current, from a northward-oriented component to a
the modelled surface ocean circulation. The overall patterns
more eastward-oriented component, as can be clearly seen
of the annual mean surface horizontal velocity field in the
in the change in eddy kinetic energy (EKE) (Fig. 11d). As a
North Atlantic for both LR and HR control simulations are
consequence, less heat is transported northwards which cools
similar in both versions of the model. However, the boundthe subpolar gyre and leads to the SSH decrease in this reary layer currents are more narrow and the flow is much
gion through thermosteric contraction.The shift in the Gulf
less spatially coherent in the HR version than in the LR verStream path in the 0.5 HR simulation redirects the eddy pathsion. The annual mean surface horizontal velocity field difways to the eastern North Atlantic (region 3) causing the
ference between the 0.5 Sv simulation and the control simOcean Sci., 10, 881–891, 2014
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mean position (latitude)

mean position (latitude)

(a)
SSHP extremes to increase. In addition, eddies do not en37
ter the subpolar gyre region (region 1) leading to longer return periods. The western North Atlantic (region 2) is slightly
36.5
affected by the shift in the eddy field in the southern part
36
of the region, where EKE decreases (Fig. 11d) leading to
mean (0.0 Sv)
the decreased SSHP extreme for the return period of 100
35.5
0.0 Sv
months. For the 0.1 Sv HR simulation, a similar spatial strucmean (0.5 Sv)
35
ture change can be seen but of weaker amplitude (Fig. 11c).
0.5 Sv
The change in the eddy pathways also causes the change in
34.5
0
5
10
15
20
the extremes at the Azores Islands. Although the influence of
(b)
38
eddies on SSH variability is strongly reduced near the ocean
boundaries, it can still be of the order of several centimetres
37
(Kanzow et al., 2009). Therefore, the change in extremes at
the coast near Lisbon can also be connected to the change
36
in the eddy pathways. In the LR simulations, these changes
are not captured, as only large-scale changes in SSH can be
35
represented.
In the HR model, a northward shift in the latitude of
34
0
5
10
15
20
the Gulf Stream separation occurs after about 25 years
years
(Fig. 12b). During the last decade of the 0.5 Sv model simulation, the position of the Gulf Stream separation stabilises
Fig. 12. (a)
Latitudinal
of the Gulf Stream
separation
from Gulf
the LR Stream
control simulation
(black) and the
Figure
12.position
(a) Latitudinal
position
of the
separation
0.5 Sv perturbation
(red). simulation
It is computed (black)
by identifying
the perturbation
Gulf Stream from yearlyat a level around 37◦ N. The separation latitude in the confrom thesimulation
LR control
and the
thepath
0.5ofSv
mean sea simulation
surface height (SSH)
the separation
is definedthe
as the
meanoflatitude
position within
(red).data.
It isNext
computed
bylatitude
identifying
path
the Gulf
trol run remains in the interval [35◦ N, 35.5◦ N]. Although
◦
◦
Stream
from
yearly
mean
sea
surface
height
(SSH)
data.
Next
theSame as in
the
interval
[76
W-70
W].
The
horizontal
lines
indicate
the
mean
position
of
both
time
series.
(b)
the latitude position of the Gulf Stream separation is already
separation
latitude
is
defined
as
the
mean
latitude
position
within
(a)
but
for
the
HR
0.5
Sv
simulation
(monthly
mean
SSH
data
used).
located too far north in the LR control simulation, a similar
the interval [76◦ W, 70◦ W]. The horizontal lines indicate the mean
shift as in the HR simulation is also found (Fig. 12a). The
position of both time series. (b) Same as in (a) but for the HR 0.5 Sv
shift is caused by the modification of the lateral density grasimulation (monthly mean SSH data used).
dient over the Gulf Stream which decreases with time due to
the freshening; i.e. the freshening to the north decreases the
differences in dynamic height across the Gulf Stream. This
leads to a change in the Rossby deformation radius affectvery different from the LR model results, in particular in the
ing eddy formation and through rectification processes, to a
subpolar gyre.
weakening of the Gulf Stream core near the separation latiThe differences between the 0.1 Sv and 0.5 Sv HR model
25
tude (Fig. 12b). Consequently, the decrease of inertia causes
responses are mostly quantitative. A freshwater inflow of
a less sharp separation and a northward deflection of the jet.
0.1 Sv shows similar response patterns in the velocity field
and in SSH as in the 0.5 Sv results. The signal-to-noise ratio is, however, much smaller in the 0.1 Sv case. This is in
good agreement with other studies, e.g. Kopp et al. (2010)
4 Summary, discussion and conclusion
and Brunnabend et al. (2012), which have shown that an increase in the amount of freshwater perturbation leads to an
In this study, we investigated the SSH response after 50 years
increased amplitude in SSH change while the pattern remains
of freshwater input near Greenland in both strongly eddying
fairly similar.
(HR) and non-eddying (LR) ocean-only model (POP) configThe study by Firing and Merrifield (2004) showed that
urations. The large freshwater perturbation amplitudes (0.1
when investigating local extremes in sea level, eddies can
and 0.5 Sv) were here only used to cause the decrease in the
further enhance short-term sea level extremes and that reAMOC. These values are unrealistic as a near-future scenario
turn times of these extremes decrease with rise in mean sea
for freshwater input into the North Atlantic.
level. By focusing only on the monthly mean maxima and by
Sea level changes due to both freshwater input and ocean
filtering out the longer timescale effects, changes in shortcirculation changes are found in both model simulations. A
term extremes of local SSH due to flow changes were studcomparison between LR and HR model versions shows that
ied. For the 0.5 Sv HR simulation, a change in the spatial
high spatial resolution is of major importance when investipattern of the eddy field especially near the coasts of Europe
gating regional dynamic sea level changes in the North Atis found. This leads to an additional regional increase in SSH
lantic. The detailed flow changes in the surface velocity field,
of several centimetres. Also, the return period of regional exin particular near the Gulf Stream region, in the HR simulatremes that are caused by the changing eddy field is reduced
tion lead to large-scale SSH changes which are qualitatively
in different coastal regions, causing more frequent extreme
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sea levels. The shift of the EKE distribution is not as pronounced in the 0.1 Sv as in the 0.5 Sv simulation and eddies
have a smaller influence on SSH extremes in near-coastal regions during the investigated period of time.
In reality, the AMOC may be much more sensitive to
freshwater perturbations than in the POP model considered
here (Robson et al., 2014). The HR POP version is not in
a multiple equilibrium regime (Den Toom et al., 2014) and
hence the AMOC does not collapse to a different equilibrium
state. When the AMOC is in a multiple equilibrium regime, it
may actually decrease within a few decades (Hawkins et al.,
2011), even under much smaller freshwater perturbations. In
this case variations in eddy paths can provide an additional
component of sea level change which can strongly affect regional and local extremes. So far this component has not
been considered, as it is not represented in LR ocean–climate
models, but in future scenarios of coastal sea level change,
where the extreme scenario of AMOC changes is considered,
it should be taken into account.
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